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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to search for the difference between traditional marketing and electronic 
marketing on tourism. The data is based on empirical researches and literature reviews. The study is 
based on descriptive analysis. An overview of this study indicates that hotels and mostly visitors prefer 
to use an online reservation system and online travel agencies. This study provides tourism suppliers 
with ways to use electronic marketing and communication with visitors. Also, tourism suppliers are able 
to prepare marketing strategies based on visitor choice to use while travel planning.

INTRODUCTION

Tourism is the world’s largest sector which has got new activities, destinations, markets and rapid changes 
with dynamic growth. People are traveling the world. Joining the tour packages, adventure experiences, 
cruises. During their trip, visitors and activities make economic and social impact on the local communi-
ties. First impression of tourism is people who visit places for sightseeing, visiting relatives or friends, 
take vacation and also participation in business trip or professional activity and need transportation for 
their vacation (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2009).

Tourism identified four perspectives:

• Tourist looking for experiences and satisfactions.
• Business people make profit by providing goods and services for tourism market.
• Government of the local community see tourism as a wealth factor for economy.
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• Host community see tourism as an employment factor.

Tourism is the interaction among tourist, tourism suppliers, governments, host communities and 
environment (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2009). Tourism has heterogeneous structure with stakeholders than 
other industries (Le Roux, 2015). Technology has changed the customers purchasing habits with tour-
ism products. Also customers endowed with technology to classify, customize and purchase tourism 
product. Additional that support tourism organizations to develop and distribute their services worldwide 
(Buhalis & Laws, 2008).

Definitions of Tourism

Definition by United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO, 2019) is “Tourism is a social, 
cultural and economic phenomenon which entails the movement of people to countries or places outside 
their usual environment for personal or business/ professional purposes. These people called visitors and 
tourism has to do with their activities, some of which imply tourism expenditure”

Visitor who is taking a trip to outside of usual environment for any purpose and stay less than a year. 
Tourist or overnight visitor means is “trip includes overnight stay”. Excursionist or same-day visitor mean 
is visit a place but not stay overnight (UNWTO, 2019). Excursionist also called day-trippers because 
they stay less than twenty-four hours. Destinations and activities are influenced tourist choice and travel 
motivation. Such as natural resources and environment; the built environment that reflections of cultural 
and historical of host region; the infrastructure of tourism destination and also superstructure should 
respond to demands of visitors; information is the effective manner to present of tourism destination. 
(Goeldner & Ritchie, 2009).

Operating Sectors

The tourism sector is the gathering different productions units that provide “goods and services” de-
manded by visitors (UNWTO, 2019). Visitors defined the quality of services are created by employees 
and human factor that holds the level of quality in service business (Kandampully & Hu, 2007).

Transportation

Tourism and transportation are inseparably close to each other. There are different models of transporta-
tion which are air travel; road travel, railway, and cruises (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2009).

Accommodation

Providing accommodation for travelers is oldest commercial business. Dwelling-place and food service 
are huge important for tourism economy (Goeldner & Ritchie, 2009). Seven segments affect to customer 
satisfaction; reservations, check-in/check-out, room, food and beverage, services especially cleaning, 
facilities, cost and fees (Le Roux, 2015)
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